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Abstract— Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology
is a wireless identification method in which security and privacy
are important parameters for public acceptance and widespread
use. In order to thwart such security and privacy problems,
a wide variety of authentication protocols have been proposed
in the literature. In 2010, Yeh et al’s proposed a new RFID
authentication protocol conforming to EPC Class 1 Generation
2 standard. They claimed that this protocol is secure against
DoS attack, replay attack, DATA forgery attack, and provides
untraceability and forward secrecy. In 2012, Yoon showed that
this protocol does not provide forward secrecy and DATA
integrity. He improved the protocol and tried to eliminate the
weaknesses and claimd that the improved protocol does not have
the weaknesses of the primary protocol. In this paper, we show
that the improved protocol has some weaknesses including DoS
attack, back-end server impersonation, tag impersonation and
DATA forgery attack. We also show that it can not provide
forward secrecy of the reader and untraceability. We improve
the protocol, which offers a high level of security and provides
mutual authentication, untraceability and forward secrecy as well
as resistance to DATA forgery, replay and DoS attacks, while
retaining a competitive communication cost.

Index Terms— RFID authentication protocol, EPC, Forward
secrecy, integrity.

I. INTRODUCTION

RFID technology has many applications such as inventory
control to supply chain management, traffic control, stock
control, libraries and so on.

The RFID system consists of three parts: tag, reader and
back-end server. In general terms, the tag comprises a wireless
microchip with a very limited computational and storage
capabilities, and a coupling element, such as an antenna coil
for communication that can be used to identify the objects it
is attached to. The reader is composed of a radio frequency
(RF) module, a control unit and a coupling element. The reader
communicates to the back-end server and the tag. The reader
can carry out some complex cryptographic operations instead
of the tag. The back-end server is usually composed of a
database and a processing logic. It receives data from the
readers, stores data into a database, and provides access to
the data. Furthermore, the back-end server is assumed to have
an infinite computational power [1], [2], [3].

The RFID technology is a replacement for the bar-codes;
the bar-codes are very low-cost and have small sizes. In order
to promote the great potential of the RFID technology, the

cost of RFID tags should be able to compete with bar-codes
[1]. This means RFID tags have cost limitations that restrains
their resources and computational capabilities. Therefore, they
cannot provide significant processing capabilities necessary for
primitive cryptographic functions. To compensate the hard-
ware restrictions, special attention should be paid to the design
of the security protocol [2].

Tags can be classified according to their power and mem-
ory resources. A tag’s memory is classified as read-only,
write−once read−many and rewritable. In terms of power
supply, tags are classified into three categories: passive, semi-
passive and active. Tags are called passive if they have no
power supplies, they receive their computational power from
the electrical field generated by the reader. Semi-passive tags
use a battery, but that battery is not for communication,
instead, it is used to run the internal circuitry, and the energy
of communication is provided by the reader. Active tags use
a battery for both communication and running the internal
circuitry [2], [4].

EPC Class 1 Generation 2 (EPC-C1-GEN2) has served as
the most popular standard for passive tags. It supports on-
chip 16-bit Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG), and
a 16-bit Cyclic redundancy Code (CRC) checksum is used
to detect errors in the transmitted data. Despite the great
benefits that EPC-C1-GEN2 offers in terms of communication
compatibility and performance between the tags, the security
level of the standard is extremly weak. The previous work
on designing a security protocol for RFID based on EPC-C1-
GEN2 suffers from security weaknesses [5], [6]. In [5], Chein
et al. propose a mutual authentication protocol for improving
the security performance of EPC-C1-GEN2, but their scheme
suffers from some weaknesses including tag impersonation,
back-end server impersonation, traceability and DoS attack
and it also does not provide forward secrecy [7]. Yeh [6] et al.
proposed a new RFID authentication protocol based on EPC-
C1-GEN2 that does not provide DATA integrity and forward
secrecy [8]. Yoon [8] imroved the Yeh et al.’s protocol and
claimed that the improved protocol provides DATA integrity,
untraceability and forward secrecy and resistance to replay
attack, DoS attack and impersonation. We investigate this
improved protocol and show it has some important weak-
nesses. We also try to eliminate weaknesses and present a
new improved protocol.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
Section, we submit the privacy and security threats for RFID
protocols. We introduce Yoon’s protocol briefly in Section
III. In SectionIV, we point out its security weaknesses. The
improved protocol is presented in Section V while Section VI
discusses the security and privacy of it. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. RFID PROTOCOL THREATS

A successful RFID technology is highly dependent on how
security/privacy issues are addressed. The widespread employ-
ment of RFID systems into various identifications, increases
security threats and the privacy problems. Some common types
of attacks and threats on RFID systems include the following:

• Privacy concern: Privacy is a major concern in RFID
systems, especially if this technology is interconnected
to personal devices (like mobile phones, credit cards and
e-passports). An authentication protocol must protect the
privacy of the tag against illegitimate tracking and an
adversary who wants to obtain information from the tag
[2].

• Replay attack: In this attack, an adversary can replay (to
the tag or the back-end server) the eavesdropped message
between a reader and a tag without being detected,
thereby performing a successful authentication to the tag
or the reader [1], [9], [10].

• DoS attack: An adversary can block or modify the trans-
mitted message between a reader and a tag. Consequently,
the adversary can cause the reader and the tag to lose syn-
chronization; therefore, they cannot communicate with
each other. This attack can cause DoS attack between
the tag and the back-end server [1], [9], [10], [11].

• Impersonation attack: An adversary can impersonate
a reader (tag) to a tag (reader) if the tag (reader) does
not recognize the adversary and accepts it as a legitimate
reader (tag)[1], [9].

• Forward secrecy concern: If an adversary finds an
internal state of a target tag (reader) at a time t, it should
not be able to identify the target tag (reader) interactions
which occurred at time t′⟨t. In other words, the previous
tag’s (reader’s) sessions should not be distinguishable
from the current tag’s (reader’s) sessions [1], [9], [10],
[6], [12].

• DATA integrity concern: In RFID protocols, integrity
assures the originality of the transmitted DATA and
guarantees that it is not manipulated during the transition.

III. REVIEW OF YOON’S PROTOCOL

This section reviews the Yoon’s protocol. For simplicity, we
use notations of the original paper. These notations have been
explained in TAB.I.

The information kept within respective devices:
• Tag: Ki, Pi, Ci, EPCs

• Reader: RID
• Back-end server: Kold, Pold, Cold,Knew, Pnew, Cnew,

RID,EPCs, DATA

Yoon’s protocol consists of two phases: the initialization
phase, and the (i+1)th authentication phase (see also Fig. 1).

TABLE I
SYMBOL NOTATIONS.

Notation Description
EPCs Electronic Product Code.
DATA The corresponding record for the tag kept in the database.
Ki The authentication key stored in the tag for the database.

to authenticate the tag at the (i+ 1)th authentication phase
Pi The access key stored in the tag for it to authenticate

the back-end server at the (i+ 1)th authentication phase.
Kold The old authentication key stored in the database.
Knew The new authentication key stored in the database.
Pold The old access key stored in the database.
Pnew The new access key stored in the database.
Ci The database index stored in the tag to find the

corresponding record of the tag in the database.
Cold The old database index stored in the database.
Cnew The new database index stored in the database.
A→ B A forwards a message to B.
NY The random number generated by device Y.
A⊕B Message A is XORed with message B.
Aadv Message A is producted by the adversary.
A′ Message of learning phase session.
A′′ Message of attack phase session.
Apre The previous message of A.
Acur The current message of A.
RID The reader identication number.
H(.) Hash function.
hK(.) Keyed hash function.

A. Initialization phase

The manufacturer generates random values for K0, P0 and
C0, and sets the values for the record in the tag (Ki =
K0, Pi = P0, Ci = C0) and the corresponding record in the
database Kold = Knew = K0, Pold = Pnew = P0, Cold =
Cnew = 0).

B. Authentication phase

The authentication protocol operates as follows (see Fig.1).
1) Reader →Tag: The reader generates random number

NR and sends it to the tag.
2) Tag → Reader: The tag generates random number NT

and computes M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NR ⊕ NT ) ⊕
Ki, D = NT ⊕Ki and E = NT ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕Ki)
based on the saved secret values. Then the tag sends
M1, D, E and Ci to the reader.

3) Reader → Back-end server: Upon receiving the mes-
sages by the reader, it computes V = H(RID ⊕ NR)
and forwards V as well as NR and (M1, D,Ci, E) to
the back-end server. After receiving (M1, D,Ci,
E, V,NR), the back-end server performs the following
operations based on the saved information of each tag:

a) For each RIDi in database, the back-end server
computes H(RIDi⊕NR) and compares it with the
received V to identify the correct matching record
and authenticate the reader.

b) If Ci = 0, it stands for the first access. For each tu-
ple (Kold, Pold, Cold,Knew, Pnew, Cnew, EPCs),
the back-end server computes values Iold =
M1 ⊕ Kold and Inew = M1 ⊕ Knew in its
database, and checks whether Iold or Inew matches
PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕D⊕K) computed by the
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Back-end server Reader Tag

Generates:NR

NR−→
Generate NT

M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕NT )⊕Ki

D = NT ⊕Ki

E = NT ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕Ki)

M1, D,E,Ci←−−−−−−−−−
V = H(NR ⊕RID)

M1, D,E,Ci, V,NR←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
For each RIDi in DB
Verifies H(NR ⊕RIDi)

?
= V

If Ci = 0:
For each tuple (EPCs,Kold,Knew)

Iold = M1 ⊕Kold

Inew = M1 ⊕Knew

Inew or Iold
?
= PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕D ⊕KX)

X = old or new
Else:
Cold or Cnew

?
= Ci

X = old or new
End if
PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕D ⊕KX)⊕KX

?
= M1

Verifies PRNG(Ci ⊕KX)⊕D ⊕KX
?
= E

M2 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕NT )⊕ P
info = DATA⊕RID
MAC = H(DATA⊕NR)

if X = new
Cold ← Cnew ← PRNG(NT ⊕NR)
Pold ← Pnew ← PRNG(Pnew)
Kold ← Knew ← PRNG(Knew)
Else:
Cnew ← PRNG(NT ⊕NR)
End if

M2,MAC, info
−−−−−−−−−−−→

info⊕RID = DATA

H(NR ⊕DATA)
?
= MAC

M2−→

Verifies PRNG(EPCs ⊕NT )⊕ Pi
?
= M2

Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ⊕NR)
Pi+1 ← PRNG(Pi)
Ki+1 ← PRNG(Ki)

Fig. 1. The Yoon’s protocol

database itself. The process is iteratively repeated
for each entry until it finds a match. Once the
matching record is found, set value X as old or
new according to which authentication key (Knew

or Kold) in the record is found matched with the
one in the tag.

c) When Ci ̸= 0, the back-end server considers Ci

as an index to find the corresponding record in
the database. If Ci = Cold, the back-end server
considers X as old, otherwise (Ci = Cnew) X
is considered as new. Then the back-end server
investigates whether M1 is equal to the computed
value by the database itself (PRNG(EPCs ⊕
NR ⊕NT )⊕KX

?
= M1).

d) The back-end server uses KX and D to obtain NT ,

then checks whether the received E matches NT ⊕
PRNG(CX ⊕ KX) computed by the database
itself. If the two values match, the back-end server
verifies the tag, otherwise terminates the session.

4) Back-end server → Reader: The back-end server
computes M2 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ) ⊕ PX , info =
DATA ⊕ RID and MAC = H(DATA ⊕ NR), then
sends it to the reader. If X = old, the back-end server
updates just Ci+1 as PRNG(NT ⊕ NR). Otherwise,
it updates the record by replacing Kold with Knew,
Pold with Pnew and Cold = Cnew. New values for
Knew, Pnew and Ci+1 will be reset as PRNG(Knew),
PRNG(Pnew) and Cnew = PRNG(NT ⊕NR) respec-
tively.

5) Reader → Tag: The reader XORs info to RID itself
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and obtains DATA, then checks whether the MAC
received is equal to H(DATA⊕NR) that is computed
by itself. If the message of MAC is verified, the
reader sends M2 to the tag. After receiving M2, the
tag computes PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ) ⊕ P based on
the saved values (NT , P, EPCs), then compares the
recieved value with the computed value, if both are
equal, then the tag authenticates the back-end server and
updates Pi+1 = PRNG(Pi),Ki+1 = PRNG(Ki) and
Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ⊕NR) for the next session.

IV. WEAKNESSES OF YOON’S PROTOCOL

In [13], Safkhani et al. have showed that how the com-
plexity of retrieving the secret parameters of Yoons protocol
(EPCs;Ki, and Pi) can be reduced to 3 × 2L (instead of
23L) where L is the size of variables. They also presented a
tracking attack on this protocol.

In this section we show that Yoons protocol has some
further weaknesses including DoS attack, back-end server
impersonation, tag impersonation and DATA forgery attack.
We also show that it can not provide forward secrecy of
the reader and untraceability. Of course, the presented tag
impersonation and tracking attacks differs from that in [13].

A. DATA forgery attack

In the improved protocol, Yoon claims that a spoofed reader
or an adversary cannot forge the transmitted DATA between
the back-end server and the reader because it is protected
using MAC = H(DATA ⊕ NR). However, we show that
this disadvantage still remains. To be more precise consider
an adversary that follows the following steps:

Learning Phase: In the learning phase the adversary plays
as an eavesdropper. She eavesdrops on one successful run of
protocol and stores the exchanged messages between the back-
end server and the legitimate reader including NR and V =
H(RID⊕NR). We call the variables associated to this session
A where A′ is its counter part in the next session.

Attack Phase: The adversary waits until the reader initiates
a new session of the protocol.

1) The reader generates a random number N ′
R and sends

it to the tag. Let δ = NR ⊕N ′
R

2) The tag computes the messages and sends them to the
reader.

3) Once the reader receives the messages, computes V ′ =
H(RID⊕N ′

R) and forwards M ′
1, D

′, E′, C ′
i, V

′, N ′
R to

the back-end server.
4) An adversary (the spoofed reader) blocks and changes

the exchanged messages as follows:
a) Madv = M ′

1

b) NRadv
= NR

c) Eadv = E′ ⊕ δ
d) Dadv = D′ ⊕ δ
e) Vadv = H(RID ⊕NR)
f) Ciadv

= Ci

5) The back-end server operates as follows:

a) For each stored RID in the database, computes
H(RID ⊕ NRadv

) and compares it with the re-
ceived Vadv. So the adversary manipulates the
transferred message from the reader to the back-
end server and uses the previous NR and V , there-
fore the back-end server authenticates the reader.
Because, the back-end server has authenticated the
reader with NR and V in the learning phase.

b) The back-end server uses Ci as an index to find
the records in the database. After finding Ci

and the records, the back end server finds that
PRNG(EPCs⊕NRadv

⊕Dadv⊕K)⊕K is equal
to Madv:

PRNG(EPCs ⊕NRadv
⊕Dadv ⊕K)⊕K =

PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕D′ ⊕ δ ⊕K)⊕K =

PRNG(EPCs ⊕N ′
R ⊕D′ ⊕K)⊕K = M ′ = Madv

According to the above equation the message of Madv

is verified by the back-end server.
6) In the next step, the back-end server checks whether

NT ⊕ PRNG(Ciadv
⊕K) is equal to Eadv:

Dadv ⊕K ⊕ PRNG(Ciadv
⊕K) =

D′ ⊕ δ ⊕K ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕K) = E′ ⊕ δ = Eadv

This message is also verified by the back-end server. As
a result, the back-end server authenticates the tag using
incorrect values and then computes M ′

2, info
′,MAC ′

with the same incorrect values and sends them to the
reader.

7) When the back-end server sends (M ′
2, Info

′,MAC ′) to
the reader, the adversary intercepts them and computes
forged values and forwards them to the reader. The
forged values are as follows:

a) M2adv
= M ′

2

b) infoadv = info′ ⊕ δ
c) MACadv = MAC ′

8) Upon receiving infoadv,MACadv and M2adv
, the

reader computes infoadv ⊕ RID and obtains DATA′

that is a corrupted DATA. The reader computes
MAC = H(DATA′ ⊕ NRadv

). If the computed value
is equal to the recived value, then the the redear authen-
ticates the back-end server and forwards M2adv

to the
tag. We can see that the DATA result is not equal to the
original DATA which is sent by the back-end server as
follows:

infoadv ⊕RID =

info′ ⊕ δ ⊕RID =

DATA⊕ δ ⊕RID ⊕RID =DATA⊕ δ

On the other hand, the reader computes MAC and
compares it with the recieved value of the back-end
server:

MAC = H(DATA⊕ δ ⊕N ′
R)

= H(DATA⊕ δ ⊕NR ⊕ δ) = MAC ′
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Therefore, the recived message of the back-end server is
verified by the reader, while the incorrect data (DATA⊕
δ) is transferred to the reader. As a result, Yoon’s
protocol (similar to Yeh et al.s protocol) has DATA
integrity problem because it cannot prevent verification
of the forged data.

B. Back-end server (server) impersonation

This attack also has two phase like the previous one. In
the learning phase the spoofed reader plays as an adversary
and collectes the required information. She also blocks the
message of M2 to prevent the tag from updating its state.
Then in the attack phase the spoofed reader impersonates the
back-end server using the required information.

Learning phase: In this phase, a spoofed reader commu-
nicates with the tag as follows:

1) The spoofed reader generates N ′
R = 0 and sends to the

tag.
2) The tag computes M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ), D =

NT ⊕K and E = NT ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕K), then sends
them to the reader together with Ci.

3) Upon receiving M1, D,E,Ci, the spoofed reader com-
putes V = H(RID) and sends M1, D,E,Ci, NR, V to
the back-end server.

4) Retrieves each stored RID sequentially to compute
H(RID ⊕ NR) with NR = 0, and compares the
producted V with the received V to identify the cor-
rect matching record and authenticates the reader. So,
the value of V is computed by the legitimate reader,
therefore the back-end server verifies the reader. On the
other hand, the values of Ci,M1, E and D are valid,
because they are generated by the legitimate tag, so the
back-end server verifies them.

5) After being authenticated by the tag, the back-end server
computes M2 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ) ⊕ P, info =
DATA ⊕ RID and MAC = H(DATA) and sends
them to the spoofed reader. The back-end server updates
the private values as follows:

a) Ki+1 = PRNG(Ki)
b) Pi+1 = PRNG(Pi)
c) Ci+1 = PRNG(NT )

6) The spoofed reader obtains M2 and terminates the
session.

Attack phase: After obtaining the information (namely:
M1,M2), the spoofed reader starts a new session with the
tag as follows:

1) The spoofed reader again sends NR = 0 to the tag as a
random number.

2) The tag computes M ′
1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ N ′

T ) ⊕
K, D′ = N ′

T ⊕K and E′ = N ′
T ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕K),

then sends them to the spoofed reader as well as Ci.
3) The spoofed reader computes M ′

2 = M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M ′
1

and sends it to the tag.
4) The tag computes its M ′

2 and compares it with the
recived value. We prove that if the message of M ′

2 =

M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M ′
1 is transfered, the tag verifies it.

M1 ⊕M2 ⊕M ′
1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕NT )⊕K

⊕ PRNG(NT ⊕ EPC)⊕ P

⊕ PRNG(EPCs ⊕N ′
T )⊕K

= PRNG(EPCs ⊕N ′
T )⊕ P = M ′

2

As a result, the back-end sever is impersonated by the
spoofed reader. After being authenticated by the tag, the
back-end server updates its as follows:

a) Ci+1 = PRNG(N ′
T )

b) Ki+1 = PRNG(Ki)
c) Pi+1 = PRNG(Pi)

C. DoS attack

It is claimed that the back-end server can be resynchronized
with the tag even if the confirmation message M2 is blocked
or incorrectly received, for that, the back-end server maintains
the new and the old secret values of tags. However, we show
that an adversary can perform desynchronization between the
back-end server and the tag and cause DoS attack.
In the back-end server impersonation attack, the tag updates
the value of index Ci+1 = PRNG(N ′

T ), but the back-end
server updates Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ). In the next session,
the back-end server does not verify the tag, therefore desyn-
chronozation attack takes place.

D. Tag impersonation

We present a simple impersonation attack against the im-
proved protocol. We show that an adversary can impersonate
a valid tag permanently from a single eavesdropping and an
active query to the tag.

Learning phase: In this phase, an adversary obtains the
required information as follows:

1) The adversary sends NR = 0 to the tag as a random
number.

2) The tag computes M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ) ⊕
K, D = NT ⊕ K and E = NT ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕ K),
then sends them to the adversary together with Ci and
she saves these messages. Then the adversary terminates
session

Attack phase: In the attack phase, the adversary plays as
a blocker. It firstly blocks the recieved message of the reader,
then uses the eavesdroped messages of the learning phase and
tries to impersonate the tag.

1) The reader generates a random number N ′
R and sends

it to the tag.
2) The adversary blocks this message and computes

Dadv = D ⊕ N ′
R and Eadv = E ⊕ N ′

R, then sends
M1adv

= M1, Dadv and Eadv to the reader as well as
Ciadv

= Ci.
3) The reader sends M1adv

, Dadv, Eadv, N ′
R and V =

H(N ′
R ⊕RID) to the back-end server.

4) Upon receiving the message, the back-end server pro-
ceeds as follows:

a) For each stored RID in the database, computes
H(RID⊕N ′

R) and compares it with the received
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V . Since the adversary has not manipulated the
transferred message from the reader to the back-
end server, the back-end server authenticates the
reader.

b) The back-end server computes its M1 by using
EPC,K,Dadv and N ′

R:

PRNG(EPCs ⊕Dadv ⊕Kold ⊕N ′
R)⊕Kold =

PRNG(EPCs ⊕D ⊕N ′
R ⊕Kold ⊕N ′

R)⊕Kold =

PRNG(EPCs ⊕D ⊕Kold)⊕Kold

then the back-end server compares the computed
value with the recived value M1adv

, that according
to the above equation are equal.

c) The back-end server also compares the recived
value of Eadv and the computed value by the back-
end server:

Dadv ⊕Kold ⊕ PRNG(Ciadv
⊕Kold) =

D ⊕N ′
R ⊕Kold ⊕ PRNG(Ciadv

⊕Kold) = Eadv

that according to the above equation are equal. There-
fore, the adversary authenticates itself to the back-
end server. As a result, tag impersonation is occurred.
This attack can perform permanently without Additional
computations.

E. Traceability Attack

The success of this attack depends on preventing tag index
updating. The adversary performs this attack as follows:

Learning phase:

1) An adversary sends a random number to the tag.
2) The adversary receives Ci,M1, D and E from the tag

and terminates the session without updating the tag.

Attack phase: To track the target tag, the adversary waits
until the reader initiates a new session of the protocol.

1) The reader generates a random number N ′
R and sends

it to the tag.
2) The tag computes M ′

1, D
′ and E′, and sends them as

well as C ′
i to the reader. The value of C ′

i is equal to Ci,
because in the learning phase, the session was terminated
faulty and the tag did not update itself, as a result the
adversary simply tracks the tag.

F. Reader forward secrecy compromise

In [12], Doss et al. showed that Yeh et al.’s protocol does
not observe reader forward secrecy. We show this weakness
is maintained in Yoon’s protocol. It is a requirement that if
a secret value of the reader is compromised, the adversary
should not be able to track the previous communications of
the reader. In order to perform this attack, the adversary learns
NR by eavesdropping on the channel between the tag and the
reader, then uses RID obtained by compromising the reader
and checks whether V

?
= H(RID ⊕ NR). Hence, Yoon’s

protocol does not protect the forward secrecy of the reader.

V. IMPROVED PROTOCOL

In this section we briefly point out the weaknesses of
Yoon’s protocol and then propose our revisions to eliminate
them.
The most important problem of Yoon’s protocol is using
NT ⊕ NR. Because, the adversary can change the message
D and E while keeping NT ⊕ NR,and consequently M1,
unchanged. Another weakness lies in updating Ci after a
unsuccessful session.
In order to frustrate these attacks, we change the way of
computing M1 and E. To avoid reader forward secrecy
and other mentioned attacks, we also improve the mutual
authentication protocol between the reader and back-end
server. Besides, our improved protocol updates Ci after all
sessions whether successful or not. We use notations of
Yoon’s protocol. The steps of our improved protocol are as
follows (see Fig. 2).

The information kept within respective devices:
• Tag: Ki, Pi, Ci, EPCs

• Reader: RID
• Back-end server: Kold, Pold,Knew, Pnew, Ci, RIDold,

RIDnew, EPCs and DATA

A. Initialization phase

The manufacturer generates random values for K0, P0 and
C0, and sets the values for the record in the tag (Ki =
K0, Pi = P0, Ci = C0) and the corresponding record in the
database Kold = Knew = K0, Pold = Pnew = P0, Ci = 0).

B. Authentication phase

1) Reader → Tag: The reader generates random number
NR and sends it to the tag.

2) Tag → Reader: The tag generates random number
NT and computes M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NR) ⊕
PRNG(NT ) ⊕ Ki and D = NT ⊕ Ki. Then the tag
checks the flag, if flag = 0 considers the saved Ci,
otherwise Ci = Ci ⊕ N ′

T and computes E = NT ⊕
PRNG(Ci ⊕ Ki) ⊕ Pi. Where, N ′

T is a new random
number to prevent traceability attack. After transfering
messages (Ci, D,E,M1) to the reader, the flag is set to
1.

3) Reader → Back-end server: Upon receiving the mes-
sages, the reader computes V = H(RID ⊕NR ⊕M1)
and forwards it as well as NR and (M1, D,Ci, E) to the
back-end server. After receiving (M1, D,Ci, E, V,NR),
the back-end server performs the following operations
based on the saved information of each tag:

a) The back-end server searches its look-up table for
a value RIDi that satisfies V

?
= H(RIDi⊕NR⊕

M1). If such a value is found, the back-end server
authenticates the reader.

b) The back-end server searches its look-up table for
the value of Ci. If such a value is found, then
the back-end server investigates whether M1 is
equal to the computed value by the database itself
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Back-end server Reader Tag
Generates:NR

NR−→
Generate NT

M1 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR)⊕ PRNG(NT )⊕Ki

D = NT ⊕Ki

If flag = 0, considers Ci

Else generates N ′
T

Ci = Ci ⊕N ′
T

E = NT ⊕ PRNG(Ci ⊕Ki)⊕ Pi

flag = 1

M1, D,E,Ci←−−−−−−−−−
V = H(NR ⊕RID ⊕M1)

M1, D,E,Ci, V,NR←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
For each RIDi in DB
Verifies H(NR ⊕RIDi ⊕M1)

?
= V

If Ci is verified
PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR)⊕ PRNG(D ⊕Knew)⊕Knew

?
= M1

X = new
Else:

Iold = M1 ⊕Kold ⊕ PRNG(D ⊕Kold)

Iold
?
= PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR)

X = old
End if
If Ci = 0:

For each tuple (EPCs,Kold,Knew)
Iold = M1 ⊕Kold ⊕ PRNG(D ⊕Kold)
Inew = M1 ⊕Knew ⊕ PRNG(D ⊕Knew)

Inew or Iold
?
= PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR)

X = old or new
End if

Verifies PRNG(Ci ⊕KX)⊕D ⊕KX ⊕ PX
?
= E

If RIDi = RIDnew: considers RIDnew

Else: RIDold

End if
Then computes values below:

M2 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕NT )⊕ PX

info = DATA⊕RID ⊕ hRID(NR)
MAC = H(DATA⊕NR)

if X = new:
Cold ← Cnew ← PRNG(NT ⊕NR)
Pold ← Pnew ← PRNG(Pnew)
Kold ← Knew ← PRNG(Knew)

Else:
Cnew ← PRNG(NT ⊕NR)

End if
If RIDi = RIDnew

RIDold ← RIDnew ← H(RIDnew)
Else

Does not update the secret value of the reader.
End if

M2,MAC, info
−−−−−−−−−−−→

info⊕RID ⊕ hRID(NR) = DATA

H(NR ⊕DATA)
?
= MAC

RID ← H(RID)

M2−→
Verifies PRNG(EPCs ⊕NT )⊕ P

?
= M2

Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ⊕NR)
Pi+1 ← PRNG(Pi)
Ki+1 ← PRNG(Ki)

flag = 0

Fig. 2. The improved protocol
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(PRNG(EPCs ⊕NR ⊕NT )⊕Knew). If such a
value is satisfied, the back-end server verifies the
tag and considers X as new.

c) If after searching look-up table, the back-end server
does not find match for Ci, it for each tuple
(Kold, Pold, Ci, EPCs) in its database computes
the value Iold = M1⊕Kold⊕PRNG(D⊕Kold)
and checks whether Iold matches PRNG(EPCs⊕
NR). The process is iteratively repeated for each
entry until it finds a match. Once the matching
record is found, it sets value X as old.

d) If Ci = 0, the back-end server for each tuple
(Kold, Pold,Knew, Pnew, Ci, RID,EPCs, DATA)
in its database computes values Iold =
M1 ⊕ Kold ⊕ PRNG(D ⊕ Kold) and
Inew = M1 ⊕ Knew ⊕ PRNG(D ⊕ Knew),
and checks whether Iold or Inew matches
PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NR) computed by the database
itself. The process is iteratively repeated for each
entry until it finds a match. Once the matching
record is found, it sets value X as old or new
according to which authentication key (Knew or
Kold) in the record is found matched with the one
in the tag.

e) The back-end server uses KX and D to obtain NT ,
then checks whether the received E matches the
computed D⊕KX⊕PRNG(Ci⊕KX)⊕PX by the
database itself. If the two values match, the back-
end server verifies the tag, otherwise terminates the
session.

4) Back-end server → Reader: The back-end server
computes M2 = PRNG(EPCs ⊕ NT ) ⊕ PX , info =
DATA⊕RIDi⊕hRID(NR) and MAC = H(DATA⊕
NR), then sends them to the reader. If authenticating
the reader RIDi = RIDnew, the back-end server
uses RIDnew to compute info and MAC, otherwise,
RIDi = RIDold. If X = old, the back-end server
updates just Ci+1 as PRNG(NT ⊕ NR). Otherwise,
it updates the record by replacing Kold with Knew

and Pold with Pnew. New values for Knew, Pnew and
Ci+1 will be reset as PRNG(Knew), PRNG(Pnew)
and Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ⊕ NR) respectively. On the
other hand, to updating secret value of the reader, if
in authentication of the reader RIDi = RIDnew, the
back-end server updates itself by replacing RIDold with
RIDnew and RIDnew with H(RIDnew). Otherwise,
the back-end server does not update the secret value of
the reader.

5) Reader → Tag: The reader by means of info,RID,
and hRID(NR) obtains DATA, then checks whether the
received MAC is equal to H(DATA⊕NR), if the mes-
sage MAC is verified, the reader sends M2 to the tag
and updates secret value itself RID = H(RID). After
receiving M2, the tag computes NT ⊕PRNG(EPCs⊕
NT ) ⊕ P based on the saved value (NT , P, EPCs),
then compares the recieved value with the computed
value. If both are equal, the tag authenticates the back-

end server and updates Pi+1 = PRNG(Pi),Ki+1 =
PRNG(Ki), Ci+1 = PRNG(NT ⊕NR) and flag = 0
for the next session.

VI. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analayze how our protocol resists against
privacy and security attack.

A. Tag impersonation

In order to impersonate a tag, an adversary should suc-
cessfully generate M1, D,E, and Ci. in order to compute
M1, the adversary needs EPCs,Ki and NT that are un-
kown for the adversary. On the other hand, the current value
of M1 is independent of the previous value of M1pre =
PRNG(EPCs ⊕NRpre) ⊕ PRNG(NTpre) ⊕Kipre and the
adversary can not compute M1 of the previous value. To
compute D and E like M1 the adversary can not use the
previous values of Dpre and Epre respectively. Therefore, the
adversary can not impersonate the tag.

B. Tag forward secrecy

In order to prove forward secrecy we show that even if the
tag is compromised by the adversary and its current secret
values are obtained, the adversary is not be able to trace
any of the previous authentication sessions. Assume that the
current secret values are Ki, Pi, Ci and the previous messages
of the tag are denoted by M1pre , Dpre, Epre. Where NT is
generated by the tag that is unknown for the adversary. Further,
M1pre , Dpre and Epre are computed from Kipre , Pipre , NT . It
is clear that all tag messages are independent of the current
secret values and hence M1pre , Dpre and Epre cannot be
identified by the adversary that know the current secret values.

C. Back-end server (server) impersonation

The improved protocol is protected against back-end server
impersonation which can cause a tag to reveal its information
to an adversary. In order to impersonate a back-end server,
the adversary should successfully generate M2, info,MAC.
in order to comput M2, it needs EPCs and Pi that are secret.
On the other hand, without knowing of RID and DATA
the adversary can not generate info and MAC. Therefore,
the adversary can not perform back-end server impersonation
attack.

D. Replay attack

The improved protocol resists against replay attack because
of the challenge-response scheme that is used in the protocol.
In addition, for each session of the protocol a new pair of
random number (NR, NT ) are used. This prevents to use the
same challenge-response value in other sessions.
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TABLE II
COMPARE OF PROTOCOLS

Chein [5] Yeh [6] Yoon [8] This paper
Untraceable • • •

√

Replay attack resistance
√ √ √ √

Tag impersonation resistance •
√

•
√

Server impersonation resistance •
√

•
√

DoS attack resistance •
√

•
√

Tag forward secrecy • •
√ √

DATA integrity • • •
√

Reader forward secrecy N/A • •
√

Secret parameters disclosure
√ √

•
√

• = not satisfield,
√

= fully satifield and N/A= not applicable.

E. Untraceability

In Yoon and Yeh et al.’s protocols, an adversary tracks the
tags, because the tag does not update Ci after an unsuccessful
session too. But, in our improved protocol Ci is updated after
each unsuccessful session. After the unsuccessful session, if
the reader (or the adversary) starts a new session, the tag
will update Ci by using N ′

T that is generated by the tag and
unknown even for back-end server.

Another way for tracking in Yoon’s protocol is to exploit
the unchanged value of E ⊕D after an unsuccessful session.
To prevent this attack, we improved E. After the unsuccessful
session the tag uses of Ci = Ci⊕N ′

T instead Ci for computing
E, as a result, It is clear that the current E⊕D are independent
of the prevous respons.

F. DoS attack

An adversary can cause DoS by making desynchronisation
between the back-end server and the tag by either blocking or
successfully forging flow.

Our improved protocol provides strong resistance against
DoS attack. For example, the adversary can intercept the last
flow of the protocol during authentication between the tag and
the back-end server. This causes desynchronization of the tag
secrets and the back-end server. But such desynchronization
is resolved by storing previous secrets for each tag in the
database, therefore, the tag and the back-end server are resyn-
chronized in the next session. On the other hand, by changing
each message, the back-end server and tag does not verify
them. Consequently, desynchronization does not happen in our
improved protocol.

G. Reader forward secrecy

In order to prove forward secrecy we show that even if
the reader is compromised by the adversary and its current
secret value is obtained, this cannot enable tracing of any
previous communication. Assume that the current secret values
is RIDcur and the previous message of the reader is denoted
by Vpre = h(NRpre ⊕ RIDpre ⊕M1pre). It is clear that the
reader message is independent of the current secret value and
hence Vpre cannot be identified by the adversary that know
the current secret value.

H. DATA integrity

In the improved protocol, the adversary can not perform
DATA forgery attack, because if it changes any of the mes-
sages (M1, D,E, V,NR), the back-end server does not verify
them and authentication process is remained incompelet, as
a result the back-end server does not transfer no messages.
On the other hand, by changing info = DATA ⊕ RID ⊕
hRID(NR) the reader does not verify MAC = h(NR ⊕
DATA), therefor, DATA forgery can not be occured.

I. Secret parameters disclosure

In [13], Safkhani et al. showed that the adversary can
compromise Ki and NT as follows:

1) The adversary eavesdrops one session of protocol and
stores all transferred messages include: NR, Ci,M1 =
PRNG(EPCs⊕NR⊕NT )⊕Ki, D = NT ⊕Ki, E =
NT⊕PRNG(Ci⊕Ki), M2 = PRNG(EPCs⊕NT )⊕
PX .

2) ∀i = 0...Nd does as follows:
• Ki ←− i,
• NT ←− D ⊕Ki,
• If E = NT ⊕PRNG(Ci⊕Ki) then returns Ki and

NT .
The adversary also uses M1, M2 and like the previous
state computes EPCs and Pi respectively.
But in the improved protocol, we add Pi to E, therefore
the adversary by having Ki can not check E, because of
it needs to Pi for checking E. On the other hand, without
knowing Ki and NT the adversary can not obtain other
secret values, consequently it can not compromise secret
values.

We also compare our protocol with the existing protocol
conforming EPC-C1-GEN2 in terms of security and privacy.
The result are depicted in TAB.II.

VII. CONCLUSION

Due to the importance of the security and privacy for EPC-
C1-GEN2, many protocol have been proposed trying to solve
security and privacy problems. Yoon tried to improve the Yeh
et al.’s protocol and presented an improved protocol. In this
paper, after breifly presenting the Yoon’s protocol, the security
of his protocol was analysed, showing some important security
failures: DoS attack, server impersonation, tag impersonation,
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DATA forgery, traceability. However, we improved Yoon’s pro-
tocol resolving the security and privacy problems efficiently.
The improved protocol resists against replay, impersonation,
DATA forgery, DoS attacks and provides forward secrecy and
untraceability. Our protocol was compared with the existing
EPC-C1-GEN2-based RFID authentication protocol in terms
of all security and privacy features.
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